An interpretation and evaluation is offered of Hume's argument on cultural relativism in the essay 'A Dialogue'. It is argued that Hume sets forth a typology of moral disagreement and for each type disputes the relativist conclusion that right and wrong varies between nations or historical epochs. When there are conflicting views on a moral matter, then either one side can be shown right and the other wrong, by arguments from principles which both sides accept, or more than one reasonable view can exist on the matter, according to the standards of both sides, or the disagreement concerns a morally indifferent matter, or the moral sentiments of at least one disputant are distorted (perverted, 'artificial'). It is concluded that Hume commits himself to a particular form of meta-ethical relativism but not to normative relativism, the idea that what is wrong in one culture can be right in another. When 'artificial' moral sentiments are involved, one cannot resolve disagreement by arguments that are valid for everyone, or even for every ideally rational thinker. Nevertheless, there are universal standards for right and wrong, valid independently of any particular culture or tradition.
3 decidable, which means that careful argumentation can in principle either show one side to be right and the other to be wrong, or show right and wrong to depend on circumstances.
Disagreement can also be what I will call rationally compromisable, either because it concerns morally indifferent aesthetic matters, or because moral principles shared by both parties are too imprecise to give unequivocal verdicts on particular matters. Finally, moral disagreement can be rationally uncompromisable if the moral sentiments of one disputant have been distorted by superstition or philosophical enthusiasm.
Without explicitly saying so, Hume implies that this typology is exhaustive and that relativity of the kind insisted upon by philosophical relativists is consequently not a real possibility. In what follows, I will take a closer look at Hume's discussion of each disagreement type and then try to assess the strength of the argument as a whole.
To my knowledge, only two earlier commentators have dealt exclusively with the 'Dialogue'.
Kate Abramson places the essay in the context of Hume's moral philosophy in general, and Emilio Mazza examines its historical context and reviews the previous comments on the 'Dialogue' scattered throughout the Hume literature. 4 By contrast, my purpose is not primarily to place the essay in the context of Hume's thought or in a wider historical context, but to identify the core argument against relativism and appraise its strengths and weaknesses. 
Rationally decidable disagreement
'A Dialogue' begins with a story reminiscent of Swift's Gulliver's Travels (one of Hume's sources of inspiration). 5 The narrator's friend Palamedes describes a journey to the strange country of Fourli, where people are highly civilized and intelligent, but where siblings are allowed to marry, murder and suicide are accepted and sometimes even strongly admired, and it is customary for older married men to have open homosexual relations with younger lovers. The narrator, appalled by the account, questions its veracity and argues that such 'barbarous and savage' customs go against human nature (Dial. 12; SBN 328). Palamedes replies that he has all along been talking of the much admired ancient Greeks and Romans, only using exotic names to disguise well-known historical figures. The suicide of the Fourlian Alcheic is a parallel to that of Socrates, the murder of Usbek to that of Caesar, and so on. The real point, he explains, was to demonstrate the cultural relativity of morals.
I only meant to represent the uncertainty of all these judgments concerning characters; and to convince you, that fashion, vogue, custom, and law, were the chief foundation of all moral determinations. The Athenians surely, were a civilized, intelligent people, if ever there were one;
and yet their man of merit might, in this age, be held in horror and execration. The French are also, without doubt, a very civilized, intelligent people; and yet their man of merit might, with the Athenians, be an object of the highest contempt and ridicule, and even hatred… How shall we pretend to fix a standard for judgments of this nature (Dial. 25; SBN 333)?
The narrator replies that there is in fact a way to establish such a standard, namely, to identify 5 Mazza, 'Cannibals in "A Dialogue"', 55.
the more general and fundamental principles underlying the manifold of moral notions among men. In support of this universalist (anti-relativist) claim, he draws attention to the fact that we are sometimes capable of reaching agreement with others by looking more closely at their conditions of life, or by scrutinizing the arguments for their views and our own carefully enough to identify hidden errors and correct them. This is the first type of moral disagreement, which most obviously bears out the narrator's anti-relativism, and which I call disagreement over rationally decidable issues (the terminology is my own). Such disagreement can arise either because the issue is context dependent, in the sense that right and wrong of the matter is relative to external circumstances, or because it is due to faulty reasoning, so that one party to the conflict (or possibly both) has drawn conclusions that do not follow from shared general principles and the facts or evidence of the particular matter. In both cases, the disputants agree on the relevant general moral principles and disagree only on derivate matters.
Hume argues, for instance, that the general virtue of law obedience may imply rigorous loyalty to the ruler in the absence of a legal system, because public justice then depends entirely on the sovereign, but that the same principle has different implications when applied to countries and historical epochs with well-developed laws and law enforcement (Dial. 33; SBN 335 By contrast, disagreement due to faulty reasoning can in principle if not always in practice be resolved by rational argumentation once the errors are pointed out. 6 Hume seems to place the murder of Caesar in this category, arguing that it was intended to defend political liberty against the crimes of usurpery and tyranny, and so clearly had something to speak for it, but that the benefits were unambiguously outweighed by the detriments, 'which could any one have proved clearly to the ancients, had he reformed their sentiments in this particular' (Dial. 31; SBN 335).
Rationally compromisable disagreement
Not all moral matters are rationally decidable. Disagreement can be rationally compromisable (but rationally non-decidable), by which I mean that, reasoning from a common ground of assumptions, each party can recognize the other's view as rationally and morally allowable without for that matter sharing it -one might say that they agree to disagree. This is a compromise in the sense of a limited concession to the other, from one side or both. Such disagreement may be due to imprecision in principles, or it may concern morally indifferent aesthetic matters. (The words 'compromisable' and 'uncompromisable' do not appear in the Oxford English Dictionary, but the verb 'compromise' is listed, one of its meaning being 'come to an agreement by the partial surrender of position or principles'.)
In disagreement due to imprecision, the underlying general moral principles are not in dispute, 7 but provide equally strong reasons for each of two or more conflicting applications to a particular case. For instance, although sexual relations between close relatives are generally considered to be wrong, this principle does not specify the precise allowable degree of proximity in family relations, and therefore does not answer the question whether it is morally wrong to marry one's half-sibling. The Athenians may have gone too far in one direction by allowing such marriages, or we in the other by banning them (Dial. 29; SBN 334).
Hume's narrator seems to hold a similar view on suicide (Dial. 35; SBN 335), and on the supposed French tolerance for extramarital love relations (sexual 'gallantry'), which he explains by saying that the French have resolved to sacrifice some of the domestic to the sociable pleasures; and to prefer ease, freedom, and an open commerce, to a strict fidelity and constancy. These ends are both good, and are somewhat difficult to reconcile; nor need we be surprised, if the customs of nations incline too much, sometimes to the one side, sometimes to the other (Dial. 32; SBN 335).
Note that if an issue is morally uncertain or indeterminate in the way Hume describes, then it is so within the systems of moral beliefs of both parties to the disagreement. Debating with the other, each recognizes, or has reason to do so, that the matter was not as straightforward as he first thought and that his own moral standards leave room for more than one view (although despite this he may retain preferences different from the other's).
There is another way in which disagreement over matters of value can be rationally compromisable although impossible to decide one way or the other by argument. Despite the general constancy of moral sentiments, Hume says, there exist 'some minute differences'. For example, while few eighteenth century Britons would find a low forehead and joined eye-brows attractive, the former was considered a mark of beauty by Horace and the latter by the Greek poet Anacreon (Dial. 36; SBN 336). These are matters of aesthetic taste, and the principle de gustibus non est disputandum applies to them. That is of course not to say that all questions of taste lack objective answers. On the contrary, when Hume specifically discusses aesthetic judgment in 'Of the Standard of Taste', the main tendency is the same as in 'A Dialogue': to search for general principles or rules 'by which the various sentiments of men may be reconciled; at least, a decision, afforded, confirming one sentiment, and condemning another' ('Of the Standard of Taste', EMPL 229).
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Rationally uncompromisable disagreement
Can there be cases of disagreement such that the disputants can neither resolve them by argument nor rationally agree to disagree about them? Palamedes introduces this possibility by drawing attention to what he calls the 'artificial lives' of the philosophers Diogenes, who 'indulged himself in the most beastly pleasures, even in public', and Pascal, who 'made constant profession of humility and abasement, of the contempt and hatred of himself; and endeavored to attain these supposed virtues, as far as they are attainable'. Again, the narrator is challenged to come up with a universal standard of morals for judging such extraordinary views .
In his surprisingly short reply, the narrator concedes that there can in fact be no such standard. progress of human sentiments' in which the rules of justice are extended from the narrow bounds of the individual and his family to the whole society, and then to ever larger groups 'in proportion to the largeness of men's views, and the force of their mutual connections' (EPM 3.21; SBN 192) . The more we interact and converse with others, the more we adapt our sentiments to the 'general interests of the community' (EPM 5.42; SBN 228), and so learn to correct first appearances in moral matters just as we do with the evidence of the external senses (EPM 5.41-42; SBN 227-229).
Hume thus gives the rough outlines of a psychological theory of how moral sentiments develop which supports the criterion of artificiality, and fits in with the idea of a common or steady and general point of view (EPM 9.6; SBN 272, T 3.3.1.15; SBN 581). 11 People tend to form incompatible moral judgments because they are influenced by self-interest, relations of friendship or the absence of them, distance in time and space, and certain other factors. We adopt the common point of view by compensating, for instance, for self-interest by considering the consequences of an action for those most strongly affected by it, rather than its effects on ourselves, and for distance in time by imagining how we would feel if we were to meet historical figures here and now rather than just think of them from a temporal distance (T 3.3. the same to every rational intelligent being. This, I think, is a direct consequence of sentimentalism. When all relevant facts of an action or character have been taken into consideration, 'the understanding has no farther room to operate, nor any object on which it could employ itself', and 'the approbation or blame, which then ensues, cannot be the work of the judgment, but of the heart' (EPM App. 1.11; SBN 290). It follows that the justification of moral judgments can only be valid for people with the particular emotional disposition that Hume occasionally calls the moral sense (T 3.1.2; SBN 470, T 3.3.1.25; SBN 588). Nature, he thinks, has made the potential for moral sentiments 'universal in the whole species' (EPM 1.9; SBN 173), but one can imagine rational intelligent non-humans (Vulcans or Klingons, say) who lack the capacity for sympathy and humanity and for whom right and wrong consequently would not be the same as for us, or for whom there would simply exist no right or wrong.
Moreover, Hume recognizes that even some humans, although they possess a potential for sympathy and humanity, or did so at some time, have failed to cultivate it, or have cultivated it in such ways as to eventually develop a preference for the painful over the pleasant, or the useless over the useful. His choice of examples in the 'Dialogue' may give the impression that this happens only in a few exceptional cases. However, nothing excludes the possibility that entire cultures or cultural sub-groups have underdeveloped moral capacities. For example, Hume implies that precisely this was the case with owners of domestic slaves in antiquity when, in a famous passage, he writes that the 'flattery, submission, and low debasement of his slaves' turned the master into a 'petty tyrant' ('Of The Populousness of Ancient Nations', EMPL 384).
How can this be reconciled with Hume's claim that nature has made the moral sense 'universal in the whole species' (EPM 1. Hume rejects descriptive, normative, and prescriptive relativism. The differences in moral views between cultures are derivative rather than fundamental, there are universal standards for good and bad, right and wrong, and artificial lives, monkish virtues, polygamy and slavery are blameworthy regardless of how well-entrenched they may be in some cultures or sub-cultures (cf.
'Of Polygamy and Divorces' and 'Of the Populousness of Ancient Nations', EMPL 377-464).
But for reasons already stated, I believe that Hume's sentimentalism commits him to a certain form of meta-ethical relativism. Those with a fully developed capacity for sympathy and humanity will sometimes find that when they have stated all the facts of a moral matter and all the arguments relevant to it, the hearts of some remain cold, and others respond with sentiments that go against the general good. This may in principle be so even if these emotionally aberrant Blackburn says something similar of Hume's sensible knave, who ignores the rules of justice whenever it suits his self-interest (EPM 9.22; . From the viewpoint of moral sentimentalism, the knave's defect is not lack of rationality but lack of certain desires, or dispositions to desire.
We can strengthen our determination to make things difficult for those tempted to being knaves. We can exhort the knave to share our sentiments. We can try to turn up the volume of his feelings for those whom he exploits. What we cannot do is to argue the knave back into upright behaviour.
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The crucial point, I think, is that moral standards can be universally valid even if they are not An extreme universalist might hold that any issue of moral disagreement can be resolved by means of rational argument; the disputants just have to look deep enough to find common ground. A weaker position would be that some issues can be resolved rationally and others not, but that even in cases of the last-mentioned kind, it is at least possible to agree rationally to disagree, in the sense that the common ground of assumptions accepted by both parties is found to leave room for more than one rationally defensible view on the issue in debate. Going even further, the universalist may concede that the parties to a disagreement on a moral issue can sometimes be unable to either decide it by argument or agree rationally to disagree about it, but maintain that in such cases there will be reason to reject one view, or possibly both, as deriving from faulty thinking or lack of a fully developed capacity for moral feelings. Hume's moral universalism, I believe, is of the last-mentioned kind. This way of seeing moral disagreement is far from the simple-minded kind of moral universalism that often seems to be the target of relativist attacks. It is still a form of universalism, however. When we critically and self-critically scrutinize the other's position and our own to identify shared moral standards on a more fundamental level, we proceed from the assumption that such standards exist. Dialogical inquiry is the way in which we find the universal standards, or deeper common ground, hidden beneath surface disagreement -that is, in cases where such common ground exists, as opposed to cases of disagreement due to distorted moral sentiments.
Hume is a universalist also in his response to the recognition that there sometimes exists no common ground for rational argumentation with the other, or too little of it, so that even the best attempts at dialogue and rational integration of perspectives must fail. If the issue of disagreement is a morally significant one, we then ought to stick to what we after the most careful critical reflection and self-reflection possible find to be right. Thus we do not adopt a stance of relativist tolerance and openness towards superstition, dogmatism, fanaticism, and the 'artificial views' of eccentric philosophers.
What if someone asks 'Why should I choose to view other traditions from the viewpoint of my own, rather than my own from theirs?'. Hume does not consider this possibility, but I think that,
depending on the precise meaning of the question, the answer is either that it simply does not makes sense because it presupposes a standpoint outside all traditions from which reasons for such choices could be given, or that, trivially, our own system of moral beliefs is better according to our own standards, or that in fact we ought to see and evaluate our own tradition from the perspective of certain others, although there is no other way to do this than by ultimately applying our own standards in a kind of critical self-reflection where other possibilities are imagined, as in Montesquieu's Persian Letters, a satirical description of 18 th century Europe through the eyes of a group of Persian visitors. 19 However, none of this implies that the standards of the others are right 'for them' and our standards only right 'for us'.
